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A Trusted Nissan Dealer in Poughkeepsie, NY


1445 Route 9 Wappingers Falls, New York






New Nissan and Used Cars for Sale


Those in search of a new Nissan vehicle near Poughkeepsie & Newburgh don't need to look any further. Here at our new and used car dealership, we have a wide selection of vehicles to choose from and a team of specialists who have the knowledge and expertise to assist you throughout your car-buying experience.


There are plenty of vehicles here in our new Nissan Rogue, Sentra, Titan, Pathfinder, or Altima lineup that are sure to grab your attention. Examine all the details, features, technology, and innovation onboard, and get a full hands-on experience in the form of a test drive. Here at Poughkeepsie Nissan, we will help you learn about each model you are interested in to help make sure you are making the right choice when it comes to model, trim levels, and accessories. We let you take your time to discover each one, and when you find that right fit, we can get the wheels in motion to have you driving a new Nissan home to Kingston, NY, in no time.


If you're looking for a more budget-friendly option, we offer a broad selection of used Nissan inventory. There are many advantages to opting for a pre-owned car, truck, or SUV, including cost savings. Moreover, each car we offer at our dealership in Wappingers Falls exceeds our strict standards for quality, reliability, and performance.





Buying & Leasing Made Simple


Before you can drive away in the vehicle that's perfect for your lifestyle, there's just a bit of paperwork--fortunately, the team at Poughkeepsie Nissan makes it simple to breeze through the buying process. Whether your budget and your needs demand a lease or loan in Wappingers Falls, our expert team of financing experts can help you find a payment plan that works for you--thanks to our everyday great prices and exciting new and used car specials, financing your vehicle with us is fast and stress-free. Complete the online finance application and get the process rolling so you don’t have to wait when coming to the dealership. Additionally, if you're looking for a quick and easy way to sell your vehicle in the Wappingers Falls area, you can sell your vehicle to Poughkeepsie Nissan.





Nissan Auto Repair & Maintenance


To get the most out of your vehicle in terms of a long-lasting and quality drive, our relationship with you here at Poughkeepsie Nissan is going to be ongoing. That's because we want to ensure your safety and driving efficiency via our onsite car service and repair center.


We have the latest tools and equipment to diagnose, repair, and fix your automotive needs, and of course, we only use the highest quality Nissan parts to ensure you're enjoying a smooth drive no matter where you go. Reserve your spot in the garage now by scheduling your next auto service online. What else does Poughkeepsie Nissan have to offer? Aside from expert knowledge in everything automotive, we simply love serving you. So come see us today, conveniently located at 1445 Route 9 in Wappingers Falls, New York. Be sure to bring your questions, and be ready for answers!
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